The Seasons

The diagram below shows the Earth's position in its orbit on four different dates. On the solid line label the equinox dates. On the dotted lines name the season for the Northern Hemisphere.

WORD BANK

March 21  December 22  spring  fall
September 22  June 21  winter  summer
Fill in the names of the moon phases:

- Waxing
- Waxing
- Waning
- Waning
- Waxing
- crescent
- crescent
- gibbous
- crescent

== New Moon ==

== 1st Qtr. Moon ==

== full moon ==

== 3rd Qtr. Moon ==
Meteors!

Please label the diagram and color in the objects using three different colored pencils.

1. meteoroid
2. meteor
3. meteorite
Dirty Snowballs

Comets are like "dirty snowballs." Use the words from the WORD BANK to label the parts of these frozen masses of gas and dust particles.

WORD BANK

nucleus  coma  gas tail  dust tail